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INTRODUCTION
The radical shift in focus of the Department
of Justice compounded by the Trump
administration’s 2018 budget cuts indicates
drastic changes for the prosecution of white
collar crimes.
Fighting corporate fraud and other
misconduct became a top priority for the
Department of Justice (“DOJ”) in the final
two years of the Obama administration. 1
During her tenure, Deputy Attorney General
Sally Yates focused her efforts on the
implementation of a strategy to protect the
nation’s financial system in the aftermath of
the financial crisis. Individual accountability
for corporate wrongdoing was prioritized –
with the DOJ concentrating both its civil and
criminal investigations on the individuals
within the corporations who actually
perpetrated the wrongdoing as opposed to the
corporations themselves. 2 The goal was to
incentivize a change in corporate behavior
and ensure the proper parties were held
responsible. 3
DOJ SHIFT AWAY FROM WHITE COLLAR
CRIMES
The DOJ’s prosecutorial focus, however, was
drastically redirected with the appointment of
Jeff Sessions as Attorney General in
February. In March, Sessions sent a memo to
all federal prosecutors directing the DOJ’s
efforts to the prosecution of violent crimes. In

this memo, Sessions asserted that “federal
prosecutors should use the substantial tools at
their disposal to hold [violent criminals]
accountable and ensure an appropriate
sanction under federal law.” 4
Sessions sent a follow-up memo on May 10th
to all federal prosecutors laying out the
DOJ’s charging and sentencing policies. In
this memo, Sessions specifically outlined two
directives for federal prosecutors. First,
prosecutors must charge defendants with
most serious crimes, those “that carry the
most substantial guidelines sentence,
including mandatory minimum sentences.” If
prosecutors feel such charges are
unwarranted, such exceptions must be
documented and approved by a United States
Attorney, Assistant Attorney General, or
designated supervisor. Second, prosecutors
must disclose “all facts that impact the
sentencing guidelines
or
mandatory
minimum sentences” to sentencing courts,
with the same supervisory approval
requirements for any variances in sentencing.
At its essence, Sessions’ new charging policy
appears to mandate that prosecutors charge
suspects with the most serious offenses they
can prove, reinforced by the mandate to
disclose all information that could impact a
sentence.
Many believe this new policy will limit
prosecutorial discretion, especially at the plea
stage; “[the] Attorney General has taken
away the discretion of professional
prosecutors to determine what sentences
serves justice in any given case” said
National Association of Criminal Defense
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Lawyers (NACDL) President Barry J.
Pollack. 5 “Instead, prosecutors are now
required in every case mindlessly to seek the
maximum possible penalty.” 6 Others are
more skeptical of the immediate effect
Sessions’ new charging policy will have on
prosecutors, waiting instead to see how
frequently and easily United States Attorneys
and other supervisors will approve
exceptions and variances to heightened
charging
requirements. 7
Moreover,
prosecutors will still have discretion in
pursuing the charges they believe will be
most successful in front of juries in their own
jurisdictions. 8
What is readily evident, however, is that
Sessions’ directives veer away from the
Obama Administrations’ focus on white
collar crime and the protection of the
financial system. Sessions has historically
been concerned with narcotics and street
crime, writing in 2013 that the legal system
“must ensure that our most severe mandatory
minimum penalties are reserved for serious,
high level, or violent drug traffickers.” 9 His
new charging policy reflects this
prioritization, signaling changes where “the
effects…are likely to be felt most
immediately in the narcotics context, where
federal mandatory minimums established by
Congress can be harsh for even first-time
offenders because the sentences are dictated
based on drug type and quantity.” 10 In
contrast, considerations in white collar crime
sentencing are “keyed to the amount of
money [white collar criminals] take from the
business rather than the weight of the drugs
at issue.” 11
The effect on the prosecution of white collar
crimes, in which mandatory minimum
sentencing plays a markedly smaller role and
punishments are a “mix of regulatory

strategies, civil remedies, and criminal
sanctions,” 12 will likely be less severe.
However, the de-emphasis on white collar
crimes may very well mean a shift away from
their prosecution - and this deregulation may
ultimately lead to an increase in the
commission of these crimes.
REALLOCATION OF RESOURCES AND 2018
BUDGET
Further, the reallocation of financial
resources and personnel to implement
Sessions’ new agenda, in addition to the 2018
budget cuts, are likely to have a substantial
impact on the prosecution of white collar
crimes.
In response to an executive order from
President Trump, Sessions has already
established a Task Force on Crime Reduction
and Public Safety to effectively combat
violent crime in partnership with local, state,
and tribal law enforcement agencies. 13 An
increase in monetary funding and time
devoted to violent crimes means those same
finite resources will have to be pulled from
elsewhere, including those departments and
agencies focusing on white collar crime. 14
This is additionally compounded by the
budgets cuts for 2018, 15 further highlighting
the focus and priorities of the administration.
The budget for the DOJ is being cut by $1.1B,
or four percent. 16 Other agencies which refer
cases of corporate misconduct to the DOJ
have also experienced significant cuts. The
Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”),
for example - who alerted the DOJ of the
Volkswagen emissions scandal back in 2015
- is now seeing its budget cut by $2.5B, a 31
percent decrease in funding. 17 Such budget
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cuts will almost certainly affect the
prosecution of individuals involved in
corporate misconduct, which is both time and
labor intensive and requires cooperation
among different government agencies.
CONCLUSION
While it remains uncertain exactly how
Sessions’ latest directives will impact the
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